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Abstract

Empirical Results

CEOs have incentives to communicate with their investors after news releases if the
market misinterprets the news. I examine how CEOs communicate with the market
through their trading patterns. I find that CEOs are more likely to purchase shares
after positive and negative news releases, suggesting that they want to confirm their
positive news if the market underreacts to it and want to mitigate the market
overreaction to their negative news by purchasing shares. These patterns vary
conditional on the information environment, institutional ownership, and news
categories. My results suggest that CEOs can make the news salient via their trading
pattern.

Motivation
• Information asymmetries between CEOs and outside investors.
• When the information is revealed to the market, the news media play an
important role in disseminating the information to the market.
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CEO purchase trading pattern after news release by news tone

Do CEO trading patterns vary depending on information environment?
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• CEOs can recognize the informational gap promptly after news releases ➔ CEOs
have incentives to correct the market (mis)valuation.
• How do CEOs communicate with their investors?
• One possible way is to send a signal to the market through their trading patterns.
Do CEO trading patterns vary depending on news type?

Why CEO Open Market Purchase?
• I focus on CEO open market purchase transactions rather than open market sale
transactions.
• CEOs have incentives to correct the misvaluation only if the communication
increases the value of the stock ➔ Market undervaluation!
• If CEOs send a false signal, then the market will fairly value the stock in the long
run and would realize that it was the false signal.
• The investors would not punish them in the case that CEOs do not send the
negative signal to correct the market overvaluation.
• Only open market purchase transactions can be considered as a tool of signaling.

Hypothesis Development

Does the market learn from CEO open-market purchase after news release?

H1: CEOs are more likely to correct the market misvaluation by purchasing shares
after news releases if the market underreacts (overreacts) to their positive (negative)
news
H2: CEOs in firms with transparent information environment are less likely to
purchase shares after news releases.
H3a: CEOs have stronger incentives to communicate with their investors after
positive soft news releases.

Do CEOs have intention to communicate with the market?

H3b: CEOs have stronger incentives to communicate with their investors after
negative hard news releases.

Conclusion
• CEOs have incentive to communicate with their investors after news releases if
the market misinterpret the news
• CEOs are more likely to purchase shares after news releases in the cases of the
market undervaluation
• The patterns vary conditional on information asymmetries and investor attention
• The market learns from CEO trading patterns, and CEOs report their transactions
quicker when they purchase shares after news releases
• CEOs can make news salient by sending the signal to the market through their
trading patterns

